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Abstract: This research proposes a Single Camera Finger Touch Position Detection System. Image processing
based single camera figure touch position detection approach has several significant advantages: (1) No sensing
devices need to be instrumented on the surface of the touch screen. (2) Minimum sensor construction can reduce
the failure rate to realize maintenance free system. (3) This approach enables an easy installation and a low-cost
touch sensing. The problem of using a single camera is how to detect the touch action and the position of the
finger from a single view image. In order to solve this problem, we use the reflected fingertip image appears on
the back of the screen. Detecting the fingertip and the reflected image on the screen eectively, we enable to
detect touch position only using single camera. In this paper, we provide concrete method, algorithm, implement
details, and several experimental results.
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1. Introduction
Many products with touch screen technologies appeared
such as smartphones, tables and PCs because touch inter-
face provides more flexibility and convenience than tradi-
tional interfaces such as mouse by allowing user directly
and intuitively interact through finger actions. In addition
to these small devices, public equipment with large touch
screen such as digital signage and vending machines are
also increased. The major methods of touch screen have
some weak points: (1) Resistive membrane-based systems
are cheap to implement, but easy to break and hard to pro-
vide sucient sensing accuracy and support more sophis-
ticated user operations. (2) Capacitive-based systems can
provide more accurate sensing results using multiple touch
contacts on the screen, but Capacitive-based sensing sys-
tems require some specific attachments under the screen [1].
Therefore, Image processing-based touch sensing sys-
tems have paid much attention recently. Image processing-
based touch sensing systems have the following advantages:
(1) No sensing devices need to be instrumented on the sur-
face of the touch screen. (2) This approach enables various
operations not only by touch but also by gesture operations.
Nowadays, many of these approaches being researched us-
ing multiple cameras to detect finger position. However,
multiple cameras could increase failure rate and installa-
tion costs. Therefore, we propose the Single Camera Finger
“Touch Detection” and “Position Detection” System. Im-
age processing based single camera figure touch position
detection approach has several significant advantages: (1)
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No sensing devices need to be instrumented on the surface
of the touch screen. (2) Minimum sensor construction can
reduce the failure rate to realize maintenance free system.
(3) This approach enables an easy installation and a low-
cost touch sensing.
Using a single view camera to detect the touch action and
touch position is a challenging task because we can not get
the depth information from a single view image.
We use the reflected finger image appears on the back of
the screen. Detecting the fingertip and the reflected image
on the screen eectively, we enable to detect touch position
only using single camera.
In this paper, chapter 2 describe the proposed system, al-
gorithm, chapter 3 shows the implementation and several
simulations. Finally, the conclusion and future work is men-
tioned in chapter 4.
2. Proposed System
2.1 System organization Figure 1 shows the concept
of proposed system. A single camera is fixed at the top of
the screen. From the camera image, recognize the fingertip
to get x-coordinate and y-coordinate and recognize fingertip
and reflected image using Haar-like features and Adaboost
learning algorithm to get z-coordinate. If coordinates of fin-
gertip and reflected image overlapping, determine finger has
touched the screen.
Figure 2 shows process flow of our proposed system. Our
system performs process as follows:
1. Capture a single view image includes fingertip and re-
flected image from the camera fixed at the top of the
screen.
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Figure 1: Concept of proposed system.
Capture image from camera
Recognize ﬁngertip and its reﬂected image
Get the coordinates of original and invert ﬁngertip
Does the coordinates close enough?
Touch event happened
Coordination calibration
Action/Command execution
Yes
No
Wait action ﬁnish acknowledgment
Figure 2: Process flow.
2. From the capture image, recognize fingertip and its re-
flected image using Haar-like features and Adaboost
learning algorithm.
3. Get fingertip and reflected image position on the cam-
era frame coordinates.
4. From two obtained coordinates, determine whether
these two coordinates overlapped or closed enough.
5. If the answer is “Yes”, then the finger touched the
screen, the touch event happens. Else, catch a new
frame and make a new detection.
6. Once a touch event happens, convert the coordinate
of fingertip on the camera into the coordinate on the
Figure 3: The extended Haar-like features set.
screen.
7. Take an action or sent a command according to the poi-
sition of fingertip.
8. Wait until the action finish acknowledgment comes,
then redo a new detection cycle.
2.2 Fingertip and the reflected image recognition al-
gorithm The method of recognizing the fingertip and
the reflected image based on Haar-like features and the Ad-
aBoost learning algorithm. Haar-like features are digital im-
age features used in object recognition [1] [2] [3]. Haar-like
feature consists of two or three “black” and “white” rectan-
gles. Haar-like features are based on the value of simple fea-
tures. This value shows characteristics like edges or borders
between light and dark regions. The Haar-like features has
some characteristics: (1) This approach enables very fast
computation, because it depends only on the sum of pixels
within a rectangle instead of every pixel value. And using
an “integral image” for calculating the sum, one rectangle
can be computed with only four references. According to
the definition of the “integral image”, the location of any
point (x; y) is just the sum of all the pixels above and to the
left of this pixel (x; y), which can be computed by Equation
1.
l(x; y) =
X
x0x;y0y)
i(x0; y0) (1)
Once the summed area table has been computed, the sum
of the pixel values within the shaded rectangular area in Fig-
ure 2 can be computed by Equation 2.
SUM = I(C) + I(A)   I(B)   I(D) (2)
(2) Haar-like features are also relatively strong to noise
and lighting changes. The noise and lighting variations
aect the pixel values on the whole feature area. Haar-
like features compute the gray-level dierence between
the white and black rectangles, and this influence can be
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Fig. 4, let the gray area I(x, y) means the integral value of
), then the integral value of the gray area
point i(x, y), then the integral value of the gray area
can be calculated simply as
(a) Defination of integral image
can be calculated simply as IC(x, y)
). This means if we pre-calculate the integral image,
− IB(x, y)
). This means if we pre-calculate the integral image,
ABCD
− ID(x, y)
). This means if we pre-calculate the integral image,
IA(x, y). This means if we pre-calculate the integral image,
any rectangle reas integral value can be obtained by four
) means the integral value of
), then the integral value of the gray area RABCD
(x )
IC(
). This means if we pre-calculate the integral image,
IB( ID(
IA(
(b) Rectangle area integral value calculation
using integral image
Figure 4: Concept of the “integral image”.
counteracted. Figure 3 shows the extended Haar-like fea-
tures set. Figure 4 shows concept of the “integral image”
[2]. In Fig. 4(a), let the gray area I(x; y) means the inte-
gral value of point i(x; y), then the integral value of the
gray area RABCD in Fig. 4(b) can be calculated simply as
ID(x; y)   IB(x; y)   IC(x; y) + IA(x; y). This means if we
pre-calculate the integral image, any rectangle areas inte-
gral value can be obtained by four arithmetic operations 3
times.
Single Haar-like feature can hardly identify the object
with high accuracy. However, The AdaBoost learning algo-
rithm can construct a strong classifier to improve the overall
accuracy by using a linear combination of these individu-
ally weak classifiers. This machine learning algorithm is
formulated by Yoav Freund and Robert Schapire [3]. The
algorithm is as follow the steps: Using the probability dis-
tribution Dt(i) ( t = 1; 2;    ;T ), we combine a weak clas-
sifier for the training data. We define this weak classifier by
ht.
Step 1: Set all sample weights equal.
D1(i) =
1
m
(i = 1; 2; : : : ;m)
We construct the mapping.
ht : X ! f 1; 1g
Step 2: We estimate the classification error rate for the ht
classifier.
t =
1
2
mX
i=1
Dt(xi)  jht(xi)   yij
Step 3: Calculate the trust factor for ht. Find the weight
of classifier?.
(a) Camera coordinate
(b) Screen coordinate
Figure 5: Image of coordinate transformation.
t =
1
2
ln(
1   t
t
)
Step 4: Update the probability distribution over the train-
ing data.
Dt+1(xi) =
Dt(xi)e tyiht(xi)
Zt
Zt is a normalization factor.
Step 5: Go to Step 2 for the next iteration. After T times
iteration, the final classifier will be Equation (3):
g(x) = sin
0BBBBB@ TX
i=0
tht(x)
1CCCCCA (3)
2.3 Fingertip coordinate transform algorithm Af-
ter detecting fingertip, it is necessary to convert the co-
ordinate of fingertip on the camera into the coordinate on
the screen because the fingertip image on the camera is in-
clined. Figure 5 shows the Image of coordinate transforma-
tion. The method of fingertip coordinates transform algo-
rithm based on the idea of projective transformation. How-
ever, we add the expression (k;Nx;Ny) as revision parame-
ters to projection transformation because normal projective
transformation cannot cope with the noise and the gap of
IIAE Journal, Vol.2, No.3, 2014
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camera. Parameter k works as scale parameter and Param-
eter Nx;Ny works as sift parameter. Converted fingertip co-
ordinate X0;Y 0 can be computed by following Equation (4)
using original fingertip coordinate x,y, conversion parame-
ters a; b; c; d; e; f ; g; h and revision parameters (k;Nx;Ny).
X0 = k
ax + by + c
gx + hy + 1
+ Nx
Y 0 = k
dx + ey + f
gx + hy + 1
+ Ny (4)
Converted fingertip coordinate X0;Y 0 can be expressed as
a matrix as following Equation (5).
0BBBBBBBB@ X
0
Y 0
1
1CCCCCCCCA = K
0BBBBBBBB@ a b cd e f
g h 1
1CCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBB@ xy1
1CCCCCCCCA +
0BBBBBBBB@ NxNy1
1CCCCCCCCA
= k
0BBBBBBBB@ a + gNy b + hNx c + Nxd + gNy e + hNy f + Ny
g h 1
1CCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBB@ xy1
1CCCCCCCCA (5)
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
=
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
x0 y0  x00x0  y00y0
x1 y1  x01x1  y01y1
x2 y2  x02x2  y02y2
x3 y3  x03x3  y03y3
x0 y0  x00x0  y00y0
x1 y1  x01x1  y01y1
x2 y2  x02x2  y02y2
x3 y3  x03x3  y03y3
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
 1 0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
x00
x01
x02
x03
x00
x01
x02
x03
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(6)
Conversion parameters a, b, c, d, e, f , g, h can be com-
puted by 8 known points (x0; y0), (x1; y1), (x2; y2), (x3; y3),
(x00; y
0
0), (x
0
1; y
0
1), (x
0
2; y
0
2), (x
0
3; y
0
3) by following Equation (6).
Revision parameters k, Nx, Ny are set by manual .
3. Preliminary Experiment
In order to confirm the performance of the proposed sys-
tem, we have created an experimental program using C++
on Visual Studio 2012. The experimental environment
is using a web camera to capture 320240 pixel image,
OS:Windows7, CPU:Core-i3 2.93GHz, Memory: 2GB.
3.1 Fingertip and the reflected image recognition ex-
periment result We investigated the recognition per-
formance of fingertip and its reflected image on an anti-
glare screen. Figure 6 shows the recognition and tracking
result of the fingertip and its reflected image when a finger
closed to the screen. Figure 7 shows the state when a fin-
ger and its reflected image overlapped on the web camera
caught image. The system determines that a finger touch
action happens on the screen in this state. Table. 1 shows
Resolution and processing time of finger touch state detec-
tion process.
Form experiment result, in a relatively ideal environment,
the proposed system can tracking the fingertip and reflected
image correctly.
 
Figure 6: Tracking the fingertip and reflected image.
 
Figure 7: The state when finger touches the screen.
Table 1: Resolution and processing time of finger touch state
detection process.
Resolution [pixel] Processing Time [ms]
320  240 100  150
Table 2: Resolution and Processing time of proposed coor-
dinate transform algorithm.
Resolution [pixel] Calculation Time [ms]
320  240 0:12  0:14
3.2 Coordinate transformation experiment result
In order to confirm the speed of our coordinate transform
algorithm, we fixed a web camera at the top of the tablet
and tracking the fingertip using fingertip recognition
algorithm. Execute coordinate transformation after a touch
action happened to confirm the speed of our coordinate
transform algorithm. Table. 2 shows the image size and
the calculation time of proposed coordinate transform
algorithm.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a Finger Touch Detection and Po-
sition Detection System using a Single Camera. To detect
the figure object, we use Haar-like features and Adaboost
algorithm. From fingertip and the reflected image recogni-
tion experiment result, our system can tracking the fingertip
and reflected image in a real time processing. Furthermore,
the coordinate transformation experiment result shows that
our coordinate transform algorithm obtained a very fast cal-
culation time, and converts the coordinate of fingertip on
the camera image into the coordinate on the screen cor-
rectly. However, the unstable of finger object detection is
a problem to be solved. As a future work, we would like to
removal of uncertainties in the surrounding environment to
get improved recognition accuracy and processing time.
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